Abstract. We prove an existence theorem for the optimal control of variational inequalities governed by a pseudomonotone operator: the cost is assumed to be quadratic. Then, we give an extension of the theorem to more general costs (assuming the operator to be monotone); we also give a result on a perturbation problem.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider two aspects of the control problem for variational inequalities: existence of an optimal controI and its behavior under data perturbation. Our control problem is the following: we associate to the control u ~ U the state y(u)~ V, a solution of the inequality (Ay, z -y)+/(z)-j(y)>-(f+Bu, z -y) for every z 6 V, We ask for a pair (u, y (u) ) minimizing the cost !(u, y(u))= IlCy(u)-w lt2 + iI-ll 2, where the norm is taken in suitable spaces.
In Ref. 1, an existence theorem is stated, without proof, of the optimal control for inequalities governed by a linear, continuous, and coercive operator A. A result, in a particular situation, which is contained in Yvon's theorem, is also given in Ref. 2. i This work is an extended part of the author's thesis, written under the direction of Professor T. Zolezzi. This research was partially supported by the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), Rome, Italy. 2 CNR Fellow, Istituto Matematico, Universitfi di Genova, Genova, Italy. 373 In this work, we prove an existence theorem concerning the optimal control for inequalities governed by pseudomonotone operators and quadratic cost. By using a theorem of Browder (Ref.
3), we shall see how the existence theorem can be extended to a more general cost functional.
We shall prove a result on sensitivity; we shall verify that, .when the inequality is in the following form:
(Ay, z-y)>- (f+Bu, z-y) for every z oK, where K is a (nonempty) closed convex subset of V, if we perturb A, K, f, wd, we obtain under appropriate hypotheses the weak convergence of the optimal controls to the optimal control of the original problem, while the corresponding states converge strongly.
Notation. We shall denote by I[ l[x the norm in a Banach space X (the subscript will be deleted if no confusion is possible). In a Hilbert space X, the scalar product will be denoted by (,)x.
If X is a Banach space, its dual will be denoted by X', and the corresponding duality will be denoted by (x', x), where x' ~ X' and x ~ X. Weak (respectively, strong) convergence in X will be denoted by x (respectively, ~); the subscript will be deleted if no__confusion is possible.
We shall denote by lim (respectively, lira) the rain lim (respectively, max lira ).
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Existence Theorem for Quadratic Costs
We are given the following data: V is a separable and reflexive real Banach space; A : V~ V' is a pseudo-monotone map, i.e., 
